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This paper defines the dynamic analysis and geometric demonstration of
movement transmission and the dynamic soil-structure interaction using two
different approaches: the finite component process and the limit component
approach (EM). This mathematical process is an influential geometric
approach right for dynamic tasks. In this item, we used very advanced and
effective computer geometric converter approaches to study multifaceted
difficulties. The fractional difference equation leading the motion is
outcoming and resolved by EM. The influence of 3 dimensions on the
movement transmission imitation (1D and 2D) has a conversed captivating
effect, dependent on the different finite components kinds (triangles,
rectangles, tall degree components). Geometric modeling of stifling is too
discussed (Rayleigh checking). The finite component technique then treats a
model of movement transmission owing to the vibration of a foundation. The
limit component technique's capacities are remembered, and outcomes
found through 2D and 3D mockups are planned. Numerous cases of
dynamic soil-structure interaction (building, tunnel) are formerly pickled. The
outcomes of these properties are discussed here.
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1. Introduction
The study of movement transmission is present in different subfields of civil engineering, such as earthquake
engineering and vibration isolation. Movement transmission complications are characterized by means of
different phenomena [1, 2]: distribution, curving, checking, movement category adaptations, etc. Altogether, these
physical characteristics are seldom available directly by involvement. It is generally essential to practice typical
research (model materials, small-scale tests [3, 4], etc.) or to use geometric computation and or inverse
approaches [5, 6] to determine the parameters characterizing the material and the movements which propagate
there. The validation of the movement transmission calculations can be carried out by comparing the geometric
outcomes with experimental outcomes. However, the joint determination of the parameters of material behavior
and the physical characteristics of the movement transmission is a more complex task. The authentication of
geometric movement transmission models permitting investigative resolutions is also possible in the case of
simple geometry and behavioral media. Several geometric approaches are available to simulate the phenomena
of movement transmission: finite differences [7, 8], finite components [9, 10], border components [11, 12], and
spectral components [13, 14]. These geometric approaches have their advantages and limitations, as mentioned
ahead. The finite component approach is very powerful due to its capability to handle different geometries and
behaviors. However, it also has two main drawbacks related to movement transmission: the reflection of spurious
movements on the boundaries of the mesh domain and the digital distribution of the movements. The digital
distribution causes a synthetic variation of the movement transmission speed according to the characteristics of
the finite component model. These two aspects of digital finite component modeling of movement transmission
will be discussed in the outcomes.
The limit part technique has the improvement of permitting easy modeling of the transmission of movements
in a countless or semi-countless medium. The radiation settings at boundless movements are directly involved in
the design. Furthermore, the margin component technique solves the complications at the boundaries between
media of similar characteristics: it is consequently limited to somewhat heterogeneous media. However, it permits
a significant gain for modeling the level transmission (1-dimensional boundaries) or 3-dimensional (surface
boundaries).
The request for this process for the transmission of seismic movements in alluvial formations will be discussed
in this work. In command to advantage from the rewards of these two approaches, it possibly will be interesting to
associate them (coupling of finite components to integral equations [12].

2. Movement Transmission Modeling by Finite Components
In a linear viscoelastic medium, the 1-dimensional movement equation can be expressed in the frequency
domain as follows:
𝛿 2 𝑢(𝑥, 𝜔)
𝜌𝜔2
+
𝑢(𝑥, 𝜔) = 0
𝛿𝑥 2
𝐸 ∗ (𝜔)

(1)

Where u is the displacement, x the distance, 𝜔 the pulsation, 𝜌 the density, and E*( 𝜔) the complex module [1,
15]. The resolution to the complication can then take the following form (10):
𝑢(𝑥, 𝜔) = 𝑢(0, 𝜔). exp(𝑖𝑘 ∗ (𝜔)𝑥)

(2)

where k* (𝜔) is the complex movement number such that:
𝑘 ∗ (𝜔) =

𝜔
+ 𝑖𝑎(𝜔)
𝑐(𝜔)

(3)

Besides the shift period of the first classical phase, this composite movement quantity includes another
imagined checking period. These two relations, i.e., phase shift and checking, are contingent a priori on the
frequency. The necessity between the phase speed c (𝜔) and the rate reflects the material distribution within the
medium [1,10]. From the geometric point of view, these two properties have their equivalents, often called digital
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distribution and digital checking. The digital distribution makes the movement transmission speed dependent on
the model characteristics (time incorporation system, dimension, and category of the basics). Geometric stifling
corresponds to the same category of dependence with regard to the largeness of the movement [16].
2.1. Digital Distribution
In the field of structural dynamics, two kinds of mathematical mistakes can be studied [16]: on the one hand,
the relative period mistake related to the assessment of the vibration period of the construction and, on the other
hand, the algorithmic checking corresponding to a synthetic discount in largeness owing to chastely digital
checking. It is likely to study and calculate these mathematical mistakes. The relative period mistake can differ
depending on the time addition scheme considered [16]. For movement transmission complications, the relative
period mistake looks through the assessment of the transmission speed and is called geometric dispersal. The
transmission of a movement in an assumed digital system is contingent, for illustration, on the dimension of the
components, the integration system, the category of component, etc. This phenomenon is named geometric
distribution in reference to the physical distribution, which makes transmission speed dependent on the
frequency [9-10]. The transmission phenomena can be difficult to typical, depending on the finite variances or
finite components since the geometric mistake tends to increase through the transmission of the movement.
The geometric outcome of equation (1) can be written in a form similar to that of the theoretic resolution (2):
(4)

𝑢ℎ (𝑥, 𝜔) = 𝑢(0, 𝜔). 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑘ℎ (𝜔)𝑥)

Where 𝑢ℎ and 𝑘ℎ are the displacement and the number of movements approached geometrically, respectively.
Several theoretical works relate to the analysis of the mistake made in the geometric estimate of 𝑘ℎ compared to
the theoretical movement number k [17, 18]. Ihlenburg and Babuška [18] suggest, in the case of finite
components with linear interpolation, the following relation:
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑘ℎ ℎ =

1 − 𝐾 2 /3
1 + 𝐾 2 /6

(5)

Where K is the normalized frequency depending on the theoretical movement number k in the form: K = k X h
= 𝜔h / c.
Expression (5) demonstrates that the geometric resolution of equation (1) links to a transmission phenomenon
only for the normalized frequencies lower than the cutoff frequency K0 [18]. On the other hand, intended for these
frequency values, the geometric movement propagates earlier or slower than the theoretic resolution.
Consequently, it is required to investigate the digital distribution of the movements and quantify the outcome of
digital mistakes.
2.2. Digital Distribution Assessment: 1D and 2D Cases
On the way to study the geometric mistake in movement transmission complications, we first consider a 1dimensional case where the average is similar, flexible, linear, and isotropic (no physical distribution). Table 1
displays the number of components of the 1-dimensional model in each case and the equivalent component
dimension Δh. In the previous column, the ratio Δh / π characterizes the regularized component dimension
associated with the movement length π.
Table 1: The fineness of the mesh and dimension/movement length ratio for the different cases calculated.
Number of Components

50

100

200

250

500

800

Item size Δh

2m

1m

0.5 m

0.33 m

0.25 m

0.125 m

Report Δh/λ

2/5

1/5

1/10

1/15

1/20

1/40
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Figure 1 gives the shape of the movement at different periods through the transmission in each case
obtainable in Table 1. These curves evidently show that the components' dimension considerably influences the
geometric mistake. The coarse meshes are responsible for mathematical consequences that undervalue the size
while also misjudging the speeds (of cluster and period). This is the functional importance of digital distribution,
which may be minimised by choosing a component dimension that is more suited to the complicationatic
movement length. The dimension of the components is conservatively occupied to be tenth or twentieth of the
movement length. Though, as displayed in Figure 1, in cases 3 (200 components, Δh / π = 1/10) and 5 (400
components, Δh / π = 1/20), the geometric mistake becomes important again beyond a transmission distance of
approximately 5 π to 10 π. On the other hand, the geometric mistake is practically zero for case 6 (800
components, Δh / π = 1/40).
The appreciation of the phenomena of geometric distribution is simple in the 1-dimensional case. In 2
dimensions, these phenomena are more delicate to evaluate. As Bamberger et al. [17] specify, in addition to the
mechanical characteristics of the transmission medium, it is required to take into account the movement category,
the angle of incidence, and the mesh geometry (triangles, quadrilaterals). Distribution relations are suggested by
Bamberger et al. [17] and Ihlenburg and Babuška [18] for different categories of discretization. The investigative
expressions of digital movement's phase and group velocities are assumed for numerous categories of
movements [17]. Using these distribution relations, we generated the curves shown in Figure 2, which give the
dimensionless phase velocities of the P movements and the S movements in a 2-dimensional mesh. The
dimensionless phase speed is the ratio between the speed of digital movements and the theoretical phase speed.
Figure 2 resembles quadrangular components with a linear exclamation. After the qualitative example of the
earlier paragraph, these outcomes agree with the geometric mistake to be quantified as a purpose of the ratio of
mesh dimension to movement length for different values of angle of occurrence.
Agreeing to the curves of Figure 2, it is possible to find some simple conclusions for the grids with quadrilateral
components:
-

The geometric distribution (and therefore the geometric mistake) is more important as the mesh size is
large (compared to the movement length).

-

The mistake is maximum for zero incidences (up to 40% in P movement and 50% in S movement) and
minimum for incidence at 45 degrees (for this particular digital diagram).

-

Intended for low mesh dimension values, the P movements are more sensitive to the angle of incidence
than the S movements.

The usual of these outcomes is assumed for a Poisson ratio v = 0.25 and for a given value of the ratio ∆ =
∆t/Dt* = 1 with ∆𝑡 ∗ = ∆ℎ/√𝑣𝑃2 + 𝑣𝑆2 (∆t is the time step used for computation; VP and VS are correspondingly
the celebrities of the movements P and S).
Designed for a mesh of triangular components (right triangles), the effect of the occurrence depends on
whether the angle is positive or negative (there is no regularity). In the example of P movements, there is no
numeral distribution for an incidence Ɵ = 45 degrees (constant phase velocity).
The angles of incidence giving the lowest geometric distribution are diverse for P movements and S
movements [10,17].

3. The Efficiency of High Precision Finite Components
The mathematical distribution is similarly influenced by the degree of polynomial interpolation of the finite
components measured. Finite components per a high degree of interpolation are identified for their excellent
accuracy in elastoplastic calculations. In movement transmission, some theoretic mechanisms suggest
investigative expressions for the geometric mistake expressed in relations of distribution [9, 17, 18]. Through an
advanced degree of interpolation, finite components have mostly principal to a lower geometric distribution [20].
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Figure 1: 1-dimensional digital distribution analysis for movement transmission complications (profile at different times).

Figure 2: Geometric distribution of P and S movements (2D quadrilateral mesh), according to Bamberger et al. [17].

In order to compare the efficiency of finite components of different degrees of interpolation, an example of 1dimensional movement transmission is calculated in detail in Semblat and Brioist [19]. Three different sorts of
(triangular) components are measured: linear components with three bulges, quadratic components with six
bulges, and components with fifteen bulges with a degree of interpolation equal to four [16]. For the evaluation to
be illustrative, the number of components of all of the matching finite component meshes is selected so that the
whole number of bulges in the direction of transmission is similar for the three categories of components [19]. It
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turns out that the proportionality of the number of components corresponds to the ratio between the degrees of
interpolation of the three categories of components. The three meshes are made up of 80 linear components for
the first (degree of interpolation: 1), 40 components for the second (degree of interpolation: 2), and 20
components for the third (degree of interpolation: 4). Thus, a mesh made up of components of a degree of
interpolation twice higher will comprise half as many components for a total number of bulges in the identical
direction of transmission. The outcomes obtained by Semblat and Brioist [19] display that the geometric
distribution is very robust for the linear components (T3). The consequences are considerable for the quadratic
components (T6), but the cumulative mistake becomes important beyond a certain distance. In the case of
components with a high degree of interpolation (T15), the digital distribution is almost zero. With the number of
matching bulges in the direction of transmission, the imitation using these components thus gives precise good
outcomes. The efficiency of finite components with a great degree of interpolation with respect to digital
distribution phenomena consequently looks brilliant.

4. Validation of Calculations in a Checking Environment
The study of transmission phenomena in a checking average requires implementing a suitable checking model.
One of the checking models widely used in dynamics is the Rayleigh model, which contains constructing a
checking matrix like the linear grouping of the mass and stiffness matrices [16, 21]. The main interest of this
formulation is to lead to a diagonal checking matrix at the base of the real eigenmodes [22]. In movement
transmission, this Rayleigh checking typically corresponds to a widespread Maxwell rheological model [23]. This
equivalence makes it possible to validate the calculations of movement transmissions by finite components using
logical or semi-investigative outcomes found with this rheological model. However, this endorsement is lone for
low to moderate checking standards [23]. Similar investigative proofs can be done when the checking
characteristics match those of a known rheological model. The curves in Figure 3 deliver a contrast of the
investigative outcomes found from a widespread Maxwell model with the outcomes from finite component
calculations counting Rayleigh checking. The coincidence between the two approaches is good when the checking
factor does not exceed 20%. This rheological clarification of Rayleigh checking likewise lets informal determination
of the two factors used in the formulation from behavioral parameters determined experimentally [23].
In the case of checking media, the movement distribution is both physical (due to checking) and digital (due to
discretization). The authentication of movement transmission calculations has to consider these two aspects.
Movement checking can mask the mistake due to digital distribution [10].

Figure 3: Comparison of Rayleigh checking / generalized Maxwell model (23).

5. Processing of Reflections at the Edges of the Model
Modeling the transmission of movements by finite components also needs to account for the limited
circumstances of the complication. In fact, the transmission of seismic movements occurs in media of almost
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unlimited postponement (compared to the scale of analysis of the complication). Hence, it is fundamental to
consider the conditions of radiation of the movements that outcome from it. In a finite component model, it is
then needed to implement unusual behaviors within the bounds of the model (absorbing borders, unlimited
components) in order to reduce the reflections of parasitic movements on the borders of the discretized domain
[22, 24, 25].
5.1. Example: Transmission of Movements Due to the Vibration of a Foundation
Figure 4 presents the outcomes of a finite component modeling of the movement transmission due to the
vibration of a foundation (DYNI module of CESAR-LCPC [26]). The finite component model is axisymmetric,
includes 2,600 quadrilateral components, and the re-resolution is made by direct addition over the period.
In Figure 4, the outcomes obtained at two different periods are characterized by two arrangements: movement
diagrams (middle) and movement fields in the form of vectors (right). In period T2, the diagrams display the
compression movements, which propagate faster, and the shear movements at a lower speed. In Figure 4, the
outcomes in the movement field (right) specify that, in an area near the surface, the movement describes an
ellipse. This category of movement reflects the existence of Rayleigh movements, whose largeness declines fast
with the depth [27].
A case of finite component modeling of the 3-dimensional movement transmission is proposed in Guéguen, et
al. [28]; nevertheless, the components need to be minor to limit the geometric distribution, this category of
imitation proves to be enormously expensive in calculation volume.

Figure 4: Finite component modeling of the movement transmission due to the vibration of a foundation (model (left),
displacement s (center), and displacement field (right).

5.2. Digital Modeling of Movement Transmission by Integral Border Equations
In addition to the finite component approach, the limit component approach is mainly interesting for modeling
the complications of movement transmission [11, 29, 30]. This approach is based on understanding componentry
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resolutions of elastodynamic equations in unlimited domains (resolutions known as Green's purposes). It makes it
possible to overcome, completely or partly, parasitic reflection phenomena on the limits of the discretized domain.
On the other hand, it needs the application of approaches to regularizing singular integrals [11, 31] and is
improved in environments with a linear behavior. For applied applications, this approach permits, for example,
complete modeling of seismic movement transmission in soil or even at the scale of an alluvial basin.
These approaches have been established in CESAR-LCPC for more than a few years now and make it possible
to explain complications that are difficult to deal with a direct application of the finite component approach.
Generally, the finite component approach and the essential border equation approach have very complementary
specificities. Thus, it is possible to combine them to take advantage of their particular capabilities [12].

6. Authentication Built on an Investigative Resolution
The diffraction of a flat movement by a cylindrical cavity can, for example, be entirely categorized as
investigative. In the case of a flat, SH movement propagating from left to right, Figure 5 gives (dotted lines), and
the displacement calculated investigative [2] in several directions around the cavity. As for the geometric
resolution of the complication (symbols) is carried out by the approach of border components in the frequency
domain using the DYNF module of CESAR-LCPC [26]. As the limit component approach permits rigorously
modeling the media of unlimited postponement, the investigative and geometric outcomes coincide perfectly.
Such a comparison would be more difficult to envisage with the finite component approach because it would
require implementing particular techniques such as absorbing boundaries [22, 25, 32]. Validation in more general
cases (complex geometry, heterogeneous environments, stress characteristics, etc.) can be extremely difficult.
Validations for movement transmission complications in a heterogeneous medium [6], for the finite component
approach, or in three dimensions [11], for the border component approach are available. A realistic analysis of the
transmission of seismic movements is also proposed below.

Figure 5: Diffraction of a flat movement SH by a cylindrical cavity: investigative/digital comparison (displacement values are
related to the largeness of the incident movement and therefore dimensionless).

7. Transmission of Seismic Movements in a 2D Alluvial Basin
Through the limit component approach, the intensification of seismic movements (or "site effects") can be
studied mathematically, taking into account the unlimited postponement of the transmission average. For these
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kinds of complications, it is crucial to resort to such approaches. The relevance of the digital outcomes can then be
investigated from seismic recordings made in situ. The effects of seismic locations lead to a significant local
intensification of the seismic movement [33, 34]. This intensification of the movement happens mainly in alluvial
filling zones whose characteristics (geometry, mechanical properties) govern the extent of the phenomenon [35,
36].
In our case study, Figure 6 gives the s of the intensification factor in the filling and the substratum for different
frequency values by considering an SH movement with vertical occurrence (weak movements). The intensification
appears clearly on the surface of the filling, and it takes a maximum value of 15.0 for a frequency of 1.6 Hz. In the
thickest part of the filling, the intensification is stronger. However, for the maximum frequency (f = 2.0 Hz), the
intensification factor in the thinnest fill area increases meaningfully (shorter movement lengths at higher
frequencies).

Figure 6: Modeling by border components of the intensification of seismic movements: intensification factor A0 at different
frequencies F0 (from Semblat, et al. [37]).

The intensification-frequency curves measured on our study site are presented in Figure 7 (time zone of
experimental measurements in gray, average value in thin line). For a homogeneous filling, the geometric
outcomes obtained by the limit component approach using a 2-dimensional model [37] resemble three different
shear modulus values (µ1, µ2, and µ3) of the surface layer. Geometric imitations accurately reproduce the
intensification-frequency relationship, and the maximum intensification level is well estimated for the weakest
shear modulus (µ3). From this 2-dimensional model, it is even possible, by considering different categories of
seismic movement, to investigate the transmission of seismic movements in three directions in space: two planar
movements and one anti-flat movement. The outcomes obtained in the case of our study area are very interesting
from this point of view [37].
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Figure 7: Local intensification of seismic movements: comparison between measurements and modeling by limit components
(from Semblat, et al. [37]).

8. Modeling of 3-Dimensional Movement Transmission
By means of the limit component approach, it is also possible to simulate the transmission of seismic
movements in three dimensions [11, 31, 37]. The case in Figure 8 resembles the case of a semicircular alluvial
basin resting on bedrock that is more rigid. Limit components are surface components arranged at the
boundaries between the different 3dimensional media. In the case of a flat P movement with vertical incidence,
the outcomes obtained at different frequencies are displayed in Figure 9.

Figure 8: Limit component modeling of the transmission of 3dimensional seismic movements: semicircular alluvial basin
model (from Dangla, et al. [38]).

It can be realized that the largeness of the seismic movements is greater inside the alluvial basin. This is due to
the difference in mechanical characteristics between the basin and the bedrock, which leads to the intensification
of the movements at the surface of the basin. In addition, the geometry of the basin also influences the largeness
of the movements on the surface. Subsequently, it can cause the movements to be focused on the basin [33, 39,
40].
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Figure 9: Limit component modeling of the transmission of 3dimensional seismic movements: deformation of the alluvial
basin at different frequencies (see validation of this outcome in Dangla, et al. [38]).

8.1. Soil-Construction Interaction
The dynamic soil-structure interaction is also addressed beyond the transmission of seismic movements in
alluvial formations. The complications of soil-structure interaction are present in calculating structures in
earthquakes and all the complications of transmission of vibrations by soils. Considering the soil structures,
interaction is very important for calculating the response of constructions to earthquakes [28, 41-43]. The
mechanical coupling between the structure and the soil that supports it has, in fact, a negative impact on the
latter. When the construction vibrates under the effect of an earthquake, the movement at its base depends on
the characteristics of the supporting soil, namely: modifying the stiffness at the flat of the foundation and the
energy radiation in the soil. In accumulation, the structure produces movements, which can thus disturb the
movement that the ground would have in free field (that is to say, without the construction). In the frequency
range of earthquakes, this disturbance can be neglected for light constructions but not for massive constructions.
To compute the response of massive constructions to earthquakes, it is consequently needed to model the
soil-structure set. Soil being semi-unlimited, the finite component approach is not adapted to this calculation
category. Specific approaches make it possible to attenuate the movements on the mesh boundaries for
interpretation for geometric checking. Nevertheless, we know very rarely (except for particular geometries) the
careful effect of these approaches on the mistake committed. It is often better to practice the approach of integral
border equations (DYNF module of CESAR-LCPC).
8.2. Seismic Response of Constructions
The first illustration proposed for soil-construction interaction complication demonstration is displayed in
Figure 10. Construction with 50 m high and 30 m wide rests on the ground surface. The ground and the
construction are exposed to an incident harmonic movement SH (that is to say, polarized in the direction
perpendicular to the flat of the figure). The construction and the ground should be elastic, homogeneous, and
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isotropic. Figure 10 characterizes the displacement of the base and the top of the construction considered as a
purpose of the frequency for an SH movement of vertical incidence and unitary largeness. For very low
frequencies (long movement lengths), the movements do not perceive the presence of the construction, and we,
therefore, get the largeness of the free field (sum of the incident movement and the reflected movement), i.e., 2.
We note characteristic frequencies for which the base displacement is canceled. They match the resonance
frequencies of the construction with its recessed base. At these frequencies, the displacement of the base can
only be zero because if it were not, the energy absorbed in the construction would be unlimited, which is
unrealistic. This effect is characteristic of the phenomenon of soil-construction interaction, and it is essential to
consider it approximately these resonance frequencies if we want to obtain relevant outcomes.
Captivating into account the soil-structure interaction makes it possible to accurately estimate the frequencies
for which the movement of the construction is maximum. Figure 10 displays that these frequencies are not the
resonance frequencies of the construction resting on the ground, the maximum largeness of the summit being
obtained for 0.25 Hz. By modifying the mechanical characteristics of the ground, the outcomes would be different,
which displays that there is indeed interaction between the soil and the construction.

Figure 10: Soil-Construction interaction of the considered model (left); dimensionless displacements at the base and the top of
the construction as a purpose of frequency (right).

Figure 11: Movement of soil and constructions at different frequencies.

Figure 11 displays the zones of iso-displacement in the ground and kinds it possible to evaluate the zones of
reinforcement of the movement by interference qualitatively. Due to the soil-structure interaction, we get areas of
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high or little largeness both in the soil and construction. In the same figure, the case of three constructions 100 m
apart is also treated. We can thus visualize the constructions most requested, according to the frequency and the
mutual interactions concerning constructions by the ground. Full outcomes in 2D and 3D are suggested in the
references [28, 39, 41-45].
8.3. Vibrations of a Railway Tunnel
The additional model is related to a rail tunnel of 10 m in diameter under cover of 10 m (Figure 12). The
concrete covering has a thickness of 50 cm. The tunnel is first subjected to seismic stress in the SH movement
(Figure 12, left). Figure 13 displays the zones of iso-displacement for a vertical incidence and an incidence of 60
degrees compared to the horizontal and for three different frequencies.

Figure 12: Tunnel under an SH seismic movement (a) or a point excitation (b).

Figure 13: Iso-displacement zones for an SH movement of vertical and inclined incidence.

Due to the diffraction of the movement through the tunnel, interference figures make it likely to find the robust
actions of the ground and specifically those of the surface. In addition, areas of low largeness (shaded areas) can
be observed downstream of the tunnel (relative to the transmission direction). The interactions between the
seismic movement and the tunnel depend on the tunnel's dimensions, its depth, the movement length of the
stress, etc. A full examination of the impact of these dissimilar factors has been projected using geometric
approaches [39,46, 47] or an investigative approach [48].
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The tunnel is too exposed to vibratory stress due to the passage of a train (cf. Figure 12, right). Figure 14
displays the iso-displacement zones obtained. In addition, the wall stress values are also influenced by the
characteristics of the complication [39, 48]. This calculation category was compared with the outcomes of a fullscale vibration experiment on a tunnel on the Constantine-Skikda line [12]. Ground movements were recorded on
the surface and vertical of the tunnel.

Figure 14: Iso-displacement zones for a point excitation.

Figure 15 compares the outcomes of the calculation experiment. Model 2 differs from Model 1 by taking into
account the heterogeneity of the soil thanks to a modeling coupling the finite component approach and that of
the integral border equations. The 2-dimensional calculations have been modified by a theoretic aspect
captivating into account the out-of-flat geometry of the tunnel, making it possible to include the three-dimensional
effect roughly. These outcomes are entirely acceptable, and the largeness obtained is comparable. We must still
observe a frequency shift, around 5 Hz, between the calculated curves and the experimental outcomes.

Figure 15: Comparison between calculation and experience on a real tunnel.
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9. Conclusion
Geometric finite component modeling of movement transmission complications can be quite tricky. It is indeed
essential to switch specific characteristics of the transmission phenomena: distribution, etc. In the linear item, the
validation of the outcomes can be carried out using investigative or experimental outcomes. Intended for
multifaceted behaviors, the investigative outcomes of movement transmission are few, and experiments of this
category are particularly delicate. In the linear case, digital finite component modeling of movement transmission
complications must take into account the main sources of digital mistakes: digital distribution, digital checking,
and parasitic movement reflections. Several aspects prejudice geometric distribution, which translates the
mathematical mistake on the movement transmission speed: the dimension of the components, degree of
interpolation, and integration scheme over time, frequency, etc.
An additional important specificity of finite component movement transmission models concerns the parasitic
reflections of movements on the boundaries of the discretized domain. Certain geometric approaches (absorbing
borders, unlimited components) make it possible to eliminate this complication, but that makes it challenging to
validate geometric outcomes in the most complex cases. Checking modeling is particularly important for
transmission complications. However, it is necessary to have models that are simple to interpret and relate to the
values of the parameters determined experimentally.
The main advantages of the finite component approach are to permit the transmission modeling in
environments with complex geometry and behavior, which present high heterogeneities. On the other hand, it is
necessary to finely discretize the model to limit the geometric mistake (geometric distribution). This requires huge
computation resources, particularly in 3dimensions.
The border component approach is very efficient for modeling the complications of movement transmission in
an unbounded domain. However, it is not suitable for modeling very heterogeneous environments or complex
behavior. The validation of calculations carried out with this approach can be based on investigative transmission
resolutions in unlimited mediums that are easily accessible. It is a good technique for studying seismic
phenomena such as site effects or soil-structure interaction.
The cases presented (foundation, intensification of seismic movements, soil-structure interaction) display the
variety of movement transmission complications that can be modeled geometrically. Such approaches do not
have the same benefits and disadvantages. It could be essential to combine them to familiarize the optimal
approach to the many mechanisms of the complication (near field, far field, category of behavior, heterogeneities,
frequency range, etc.)).
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